Background Information for Home Page Graphics (HPG)
Full width images are 1920 pixels wide; standard height is 440 pixels, but can be taller.
The “Safe Area” is 1720 pixels wide, and is shown below between the pink vertical lines. Areas to left and
right of safe area are likely to be obscured when viewed on smaller screens (i.e. phones).

Things to Remember When Searching for the Right Images
#1 - Own Your Image! Be sure you have clear and documented ownership, because it will be seen online. If you
don’t have documented proof of ownership, you could be subject to very hefty penalties. You must own the rights to
use any image you send us. We recommend these sites to find images legally (or use your own photos or art):
Free photos (read terms of use): www.pixabay.com www. pexels.com
Purchase photos: www.istockphoto.com (search by horizontal or even horizontal panoramic for slider images)
Their “Essentials” collection is VERY affordable (less than $15 for most images)
#2 - Bigger is ALWAYS Better. Remember the full width above is 1920
pixels, so obtain images that are that size or larger. Images can easily be
reduced in size with little to no loss of clarity; enlarging an image will make it
look fuzzy.
#3 - Go Horizontal. Unless you’re OK with your image not filling the entire
width of your slider space, your best bet is to find a photo that is horizontally
oriented. Take a look at the images to the left - this was originally a vertical
image. It does work when cropped for the horizontal slider, but all you see is
the woman’s head and shoulders.
The other option is to use the original vertical image, and fill in the sides
and background with a solid color or texture. You can see we did that in the
bottom image – to preserve the bicycle and background. Read the next item
to learn about cropping.

More on next page...
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Info you need to know when choosing images for home page graphics
#4 - Keep Cropping in Mind. HPG images are
usually very long and narrow. If you provide an image
that is 1920x440 pixels we won’t need to crop the
image. The hyper-horizontal shape of most website
HPGs can make for some unexpected results when
the images are cropped, especially if they are to fill
the entire width. See the example photo to the right the shaded box indicates the cropping used. A great
rule of thumb is that any full-width HPG is going to
crop to approximately 1/4th of the horizontal size of
the image, assuming that the image is horizontal to
begin with, and at standard aspect ratio (like the image shown here). Divide the total height of
your image by 4, and then slide that height up and down the image until enough of it is included
to make a pleasing HPG. Not sure how your image will be cropped? That’s where our
design professionals can help out! When you send us an image, if you know where you
would like it cropped, please tell us.
#5 - Full width or full height for your photo? As you can see from the image above, using a
photo full width can sometimes be tricky. Here’s an example of both options:
Full Width - This employs the cropping
mentioned in #4 above. Note how little of the
original image is used. If you like this look, be
sure to look for images that will have enough
visible when the height is cropped down to 1/4
or 1/3 of the original height (exactly 1920x440
pixels).

Full Height - When using an image at its
full height (horizontally-oriented images are
still best), you will either have white or solid
colored areas to the left and right of your
photo. This option can be done with any image
of any size.
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